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It famously straddles seven hills, but Rome often feels like several cities. There's the
ancient one, of course – the Rome of emperors and amphitheaters, still visible today.
Then there's grand, baroque Rome, a city of immense squares, florid churches and
fountains, each more spectacular than the next. There's the Dolce Vita vibe, still, in
elegant boutiques, bars, and restaurants, and landmark hotels still on Via Veneto. But
Rome is also modern, with formerly residential neighborhoods such as Testaccio, Monti,
and Ostiense now as attractive to tourists for their nightlife as the classic areas.
It all swirls together into one timeless gumbo. In the space of a day you can go from a
Roman emperor's home to a hipster market; you can peel away the layers simply by
stepping down into the basement of a church. Of course, all this excess needs some
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restraint. You should find that in the Vatican; but instead, you'll find Michelangelo's
Sistine Chapel there. So when it all gets too much, there are the parks: the Giardino degli
Aranci with its sublime views of the dome of St Peter's; the Villa Borghese, whose
sprawling grounds contain several museums; and the Via Appia Antica, a Roman road
strewn with mausoleums, catacombs, and ancient aqueducts. Even out in nature, Rome
can't help but go over the top.

Time Zone
Central European Standard Time

Best Time to Go
Fall is famously stunning in Rome, known for soft-lit afternoons and a warming sun. To
avoid the crowds, go in early-to-mid December — the religious visitors start piling in for
the Pope's Christmas address after that — or in January and February.

Things to Know
Currency: Euro
(Check the current exchange rate)
Language: Italian
I don't speak Italian: Non parlo italiano
I'm lost: Mi sono perso/a
How much is...: Quanto costa...
I would like…: Vorrei…
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How do I get to…: Per andare a...
Learn more Italian phrases
Calling Code: +39
Capital City: Rome

How to Get Around
Trains: Roma Termini is one of the biggest railway stations in the country, perfectly
placed on the high-speed lines for fast access to Naples, Florence, Milan, and beyond.
Fast direct trains to Fiumicino airport also leave from here.
Buses: Rome has a decent bus network although there's not much coverage in the
historic center. It's easy to get out to places just beyond the city walls, such as Testaccio,
Piramide, and the Via Appia Antica however. The metro system skims the city center.
Taxis: Taxis are plentiful, with stands at major sites — you can also use the FREE NOW
hailing app. Fixed rates are in place for rides from airports Fiumicino and Ciampino, with
prices clearly marked on doors.
Car service: Most hotels can arrange transfers; those to and from Fiumicino are normally
good value, with prices only a little higher, but with no risk of arguments over fares and
supplements at the end.
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Address: Via della Fontanella di Borghese, 56, 00187 Roma RM, Italy
Phone: +39 342 886 1007
Website
Looking for a hotel fit for royalty? This is the place for you – the childhood home of
Napoleon Bonaparte III, former French emperor. The staircase is a marble architectural
marvel, the ceilings are coffered and the walls are clad in silken damasks. The
apartment-sized suites are more modern – so you don't feel like you're sleeping in a
museum.

Il Campo Marzio
Address: Via di Campo Marzio, 46, 00184 Roma RM, Italy
Phone: +39 06 8115 7571
Website
Within the grand Palazzo Magnani, an 18th-century mansion in the super-central Campo
Marzio area, is this intimate, 13-room hotel. With most rooms holding two double beds,
it's a great pick for friends and family. Leave room in your suitcase for a few bottles from
the in-house liquor store which sells exclusively Italian-brewed booze.

Gigli d'Oro Suite
Address: Via dei Gigli d'Oro, 12, 00186 Roma RM, Italy
Phone: +39 06 6880 3579
Website
One of the mini hotels that Rome does so well, this former family home now holds six
rooms that bring a startling contemporary feel to the cobbled street behind Piazza
Navona. 'Floating' beds hover under ancient beams; stark white chairs sit beside a
carved fireplace. The tiny breakfast room doubles as a bar.
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